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Abstract
Belonging is one of the basic psychological needs dealt with by many conceptualists. In different contexts the need to belong may be met at different levels. In this study the affiliation of 276 university students (178 females 64.5%, 98 males 35.5%) to their university was dealt with. The aim of this study is to investigate the correlation between the students’ belonging to the university and well-being levels. Students in the research group were aged from 18 to 26 years, with mean age of 20.7 and standard deviation of 1.53. The group included 111 (40.2%) first year students, 95 (34.4%) second year students, 46 (16.7%) third year students and 24 (8.7%) fourth year students. Of students, 16 (5.8%) had poor economic status, 157 (56.9%) had moderate, 94 (34.1%) had good and 9 (3.3%) had very good economic status. The data collection tools of the Belonging to the University Scale and PERMA Profiler were used along with a personal information form. Analysis in the research used the multiple regression analysis and correlation techniques. According to the analysis results, the belonging to the university subdimensions of identification, expectation and motivation had a low level and significant correlation with well-being and these three subdimensions explained 15% of well-being. Additionally, there were significant correlations determined between belonging to the university, well-being, identification, meaning and health variables. In conclusion, as the belonging to the university level increases, it is considered university students’ well-being levels will increase.
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1. Introduction
The fulfillment of needs is important for individuals to maintain a healthy life. Humans are social beings, and in addition to basic requirements must also fulfill psychological requirements. One of these is the need to belong. Belonging is a basic requirement comprising the association of everyone with each other with a hierarchy involving physiological needs, safety, respect, self-actualization and esthetic needs, combining to create human motivation. An individual feels the absence of their partner, lover, friend or child and wishes to belong to groups or a family to fulfill this requirement [1]. If the need to belong is not fulfilled, individuals may feel the pain of loneliness, exclusion, rejection, lack of friendship and feeling uprooted. This need may occur when a common threat is present. To survive and for a healthy life, it is necessary to meet the need to belong [2]. The need to belong is stated as associating with others, being valued by others and valuing others [3]. According to Adler, who saw belonging as a basic need and motivation for humanity, people who belong have good functioning. Additionally, Adler considered that the need to belong was the basis of a well-developed social network related to the person feeling equal to their own people and others. There is a close association between peoples’ feeling of belonging and their tendency to reach others. People with increased feeling of belonging are oriented towards other people, while orienting towards others increases a person’s feeling of belonging [4]. Together with an individual’s skills in forming relationships with others, they come into the world with the skill of belonging. No matter that this skill is inherent; the feeling of belonging may not be developed. However, according to Adler, the feeling of belonging may develop after learning by making choices appropriate to abilities and creativity [4,5]. Belonging also comprises one of the five basic requirements as defined by Glasser along with survival, power or recognition, freedom and fun. Though this classification shows parallels with the hierarchy of needs, contrary to Maslow, each need has equal power [6]. According to Glasser, love and belonging is a basic requirement met by partners, friends, family, pets, plants or objects representing sharing and cooperation [7] Of these five needs, the one most clearly motivating human
behavior is the need to belong [8]. As we need humans to fulfill our needs, belonging is the most basic need and appears to be the most difficult to fulfill [7].

The need to belong may trigger people’s hopes about life and reproduction when they are alone. As individuals without social bonds may not fulfill the need to belong, they appear to have high rates of mental and physical disease [9]. Adler stated that psychological discomfort is revealed by individuals not feeling they belong. Not fulfilling the feeling of belonging may simultaneously reduce a person’s trust in themselves and others and cause a transition to defense [4]. This situation drags an individual into isolation, anxiety, depression or addiction [5].

It is thought that all humans have a need to belong; however, there are individuals proposing that people can be comfortable without close relationships [4, 10]. Research in this context found that people with obsessive bonding had high need to belong, while people with dismissive bonding have low needs [11]. Carvallo and Gabriel (10) in their study revealed that those with dismissive bonding style felt the need for acceptance by others and belonging. Additionally, individuals with high need to belong may have an anxious bonding style [12]. The need to belong was also found to be related to perfectionism expected of themselves and others, shyness [11], reputation [13], self-talk, loneliness [14], mental health [15], social inhibition, internalizing problems [16], tendency to forgive, self-esteem [12], life satisfaction [14], narcissism [17] and well-being [18].

There are studies dealing with belonging in the context of school [19-22]. Belonging to school, defined as students’ feeling acceptance, respect, support and inclusion in the social environment of school, has a significant effect on academic motivation, bonding and engagement. Warm, respectful, cooperative-based interactions feed the feeling of belonging and create an effective educational environment [23]. The need to belong to school among middle school students was identified to be affected more by the students’ mental and physical conditions than their individual and family traits [24]. A study of school bonds among high school students concluded that for youths exposed to bad treatment, school bonding created by supportive relationships with adults in the school and participation in school clubs may be effective in reducing absenteeism and failure in school [25]. It was stated that the feeling of belonging to school among high school students may be closely associated with social exclusion [26]. Additionally, the expectations, teacher support and bonding to school of university students appears to be related to feelings of belonging to university [27]. Additionally, belonging to university appears to have a positive correlation with maternal, paternal and friend relationships, belonging to high school, perceived school competence, self-worth, social acceptance, friendship quality and tendency to work, while there is a negative correlation with internalizing and externalizing problems [28, 29]. Karaman [30] dealt with belonging to university with a three-factor structure of identification represented by being a part of the university, expectations represented by student’s expectations from the university and motivation represented by motivation levels in university.

One of the great contributions to the literature of the positive psychology approach focusing on helping an individual to adapt best to life is the concept of well-being [31]. Well-being has been studied by many researchers [32-34]. Well-being does not mean an absence of mental discomfort, but is a concept focusing on finding the optimal level of functioning and personal growth by expressed experience [35].

There are two philosophical opinions expressing well-being. One of these emphasizes hedonism as pleasure or happiness, while the eudaimonic view emphasizes individuals fulfilling their potential [36]. The hedonistic view defends the idea that the individual’s aim in life is to experience pleasure at the highest level, beyond purely physical pleasure it mentions subjective happiness involving all judgements of an individual about life. Within this framework subjective well-being representing happiness means that for satisfaction from life positive emotions should be greater while negative emotions are less [36]. The eudaimonic view sees individuals as skilled beings and that they will be happy by fulfilling their life potential to the highest levels and living in accordance with their true selves. Together with this view, psychological well-being is represented by six dimensions of autonomy, personal development, self-acceptance, life aims, mastery and positive relationships [37].

The authentic happiness theory combining the eudaimonic and hedonic viewpoints explains well-being with five dimensions; positive feelings, participation, meaning, positive relationships and success [38, 39]. Positive feelings represent feelings like fulfillment, satisfaction, pride and serenity related to the past, present and future. One of the routes to well-being for a person is engagement. During participation in interesting and engaging activities involving flow like music, sport, games and religious ceremonies, a person does not notice how time passes and gives their full attention to the activity. Meaning involves a person binding to a more powerful or higher aim and creating positive social relationships in the pursuit of happiness. Positive feelings are represented by being loved, supported and valued by others. Finally, success is a concept that may be measured objectively or subjectively, and it is obtainable and maintainable. More than the other four dimensions of well-being, an individual may be motivated most by accomplishment, being sufficient and mastery [38-40].

According to the self-determination concept, belonging is one of the three universal psychological needs along with autonomy and competence and fulfilling these needs affects satisfaction [3, 41]. Baumeister and Leary [42] have proved that close and long-term social relations are
important to meet the need for belonging and this situation supports the state of well-being. Also, a high correlation has been found between the belonging need and goodness in the study of Steptoe and his colleagues on the heart patients [43]. Again, the results of the research on volunteer associations have shown that volunteers meet their needs for harmony, social support and belonging with their works and this contributes to goodness [44].

In another study, it has been determined that the satisfaction of belonging requirements and goodness influence the alleviation of depression severity together [45].

This study researched the correlation between the belonging needs of university students toward their university and well-being levels. In other words, it is assumed that students who fulfill their need to belong to the university of study will have increased well-being. Students with expectations about university participate in interesting activities offered by the university experiencing flow and fulfillment which will affect the student’s well-being. Students who feel they are part of their university, in other words who identify with their university, will form positive relationships and give meaning to their student experiences which will increase well-being. At the same time, high motivation levels of students related to university will increase success and with it well-being.

The basic aim of the study is to reveal the correlation between the belonging to university status of university students with well-being. The study also assesses the correlations between the subdimensions of belonging to university of identification, expectation and motivation with the subdimensions of well-being represented by positive feelings, participation, meaning, positive relationships and success.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Pattern

The study used a relational screening model with the aim of determining the correlations between belonging to the university and well-being, the subdimensions of belonging to the university of identification, expectation and motivation and the subdimensions of well-being of positive emotions, participation, meaning, positive relationships and success [46]. The dependent variable in the research was well-being, while the independent variable was belonging to the university.

2.2. Research Group

The research group comprised a total of 276 people, 178 females (64.5%) and 98 males (35.5%), aged from 18 to 26 years. The mean age in the group was 20.27 and standard deviation was 1.53. The group included 111 (40.2%) first year students, 95 (34.4%) second year students, 46 (16.7%) third year students and 24 (8.7%) fourth year students. Of students, 16 (5.8%) had poor economic status, 157 (56.9%) had moderate, 94 (34.1%) had good and 9 (3.3%) had very good economic status. When creating the research group, appropriate sampling and maximum variability methods were used [46, 47]. Descriptive statistics for the research group are shown in Table 1. Data Collection Tools

2.2.1. Belonging to the University Scale (BUS)

The Belonging to the University scale developed by Karaman [30] comprises 14 items and has a 3-factor construct. The subdimensions of the scale are identification, motivation and expectations. The scale was developed with a 5-point Likert type given points from 1 to 5. The total points that can be obtained from the scale vary from 14 to 70. High points obtained from the scale show that students have higher levels of belonging to their university. To test the reliability of the scale the internal consistency coefficient was 0.75, with test-repeat test correlation coefficient of 0.88. Reliability analysis completed within the scope of this research determined the internal consistency coefficients were 0.75 for the identification subdimension, 0.75 for the motivation subdimension and 0.66 for the expectation subdimension with total internal consistency coefficient determined as 0.86 and coefficients were deemed acceptable [48].

2.2.2. PERMA Profiler

Developed originally by Butler and Kern [40], the Turkish adaptation of the PERMA profiler was completed.
by Demirci, et al. [49]. The scale comprises 15 items and 8 filler items for a total of 23 items and has a 5-factor structure with points from 0-10. The subdimensions of the scale are positive emotions, engagement, positive relationships, meaning and accomplishment. Each subdimension of the scale has 3 items. Six of the 8 filler items on the scale deal with two separate dimensions of health and negative emotions. Item 23 on the scale measures happiness, while item 12 measures loneliness. Points for each subdimension on the scale are calculated as the mean for the three items belonging to that dimension. The PERMA total points are calculated as the mean of the total points for the 15 items of the positive emotions, engagement, positive relationships, meaning and accomplishment along with the happiness (item 23) item. High points obtained on the scale show greater well-being. To test the reliability of the PERMA Turkish form, the internal consistency coefficient was determined as 0.91 with test-repeat test correlation coefficient of 0.83. Reliability analysis completed within the scope of this research found internal consistency coefficients were 0.83 for positive emotions, 0.54 for engagement, 0.68 for positive relationships, 0.78 for meaning, 0.65 for accomplishment, 0.65 for negative emotions, 0.82 for health and total internal consistency coefficient was 0.91 and coefficients were deemed acceptable [48].

2.2.3. Personal Information Form

With the aim of obtaining other variables to be used in the study, the researchers created a personal information form. The form included demographic variables of gender, age, year level and perceived socioeconomic status.

2.3. Data Collection and Analysis

Before the data was collected, official permission was obtained from the university administration. The data were collected from students at each level from each department of the university in the direction of appropriate sampling and maximum diversity method. A brief explanation was given to the students about the research and it was applied to the volunteer students.

To reveal the differences and correlations in the research, the answers to two questions were investigated:
1) Do the subdimensions of belonging to the university of identification, motivation and expectation predict well-being?
2) Are there significant correlations between belonging to the university, well-being and the subdimensions of these two variables?

For the first problem the multiple regression technique was used to reveal to what extent the independent variables explained the dependent variable and the correlation between variables [50]. For the second problem the simple regression analysis technique was used, to determine to what extent the independent variable explained the dependent variable and the correlation between variables [50]. In this context, the dependent variable is well-being, while the independent variable is belonging to the university. Data were analyzed with the SPSS 20 program.

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics related to the variables are given in Table 2.

| Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Variables |
|---|---|---|
| Year Level | 276 | 0.95 |
| Perceived Socioeconomic Level | 276 | 0.63 |
| Identification | 276 | 2.77 | 0.64 |
| Motivation | 276 | 3.04 | 0.84 |
| Expectations | 276 | 2.77 | 0.81 |
| Belonging to the University (BUS) | 276 | 38.21 | 9.17 |
| Positive feelings | 276 | 6.43 | 1.81 |
| Engagement | 276 | 6.88 | 1.52 |
| Positive Relationships | 276 | 6.46 | 1.8 |
| Meaning | 276 | 6.6 | 1.7 |
| Accomplishment | 276 | 6.65 | 1.45 |
| Health | 276 | 7.25 | 1.88 |
| Negative relationships | 276 | 4.93 | 1.76 |
| Well-being | 276 | 146.93 | 29.21 |

3.2. Results related to the First Problem

The Pearson Moments Multiplication correlation, mean and standard deviation values related to the belonging to the university, well-being, belonging to university subdimension of identification and the well-being subdimensions of meaning and health are given in Table 3. According to the correlation analysis results, there is a moderate-level, positive and significant correlation between belonging to the university and well-being (r=0.41, p<0.01; 99% CI [0.26, 0.55]). Accordingly, it may be said that when students feel they belong to the university they will be happier. There were low-level, positive and significant correlations present between the belonging to the university subdimension of identification and the well-being subdimensions of meaning and health (r=0.30, p<0.01; 99% CI [0.14, 0.44]) and health (r=0.20, p<0.01; 99% CI [0.25, 0.55]) [47, 48].
4. Discussion

In this study the need to belong to the university was dealt with which affects the true meaning of university experiences forming a large part of a young adult’s life. In this context the need to belong to the university was determined as the independent variable and the effect of this requirement on students’ well-being was identified. In this context the results obtained are discussed in light of the literature.

Eryılmaz [51] reached findings that satisfying needs increased well-being. This situation states that individuals meeting their requirements will have high levels of happiness. A study dealing with the variables of life satisfaction and need fulfillment, one of the concepts explaining the concept of well-being, similarly concluded that need fulfillment has a direct effect on life satisfaction [52]. There are also studies in the literature dealing with the need to belong and the well-being variable. The results of a study dealing with the need to belong and well-being of teacher candidates found the requirement to belong was associated with well-being [53]. A study of individuals with depression found the link between belonging to social interactions and well-being of individuals with more depressive symptoms was higher compared to individuals without depression [54]. A qualitative study stated there were many obstacles to adults with autism feeling they belong in the social area and these obstacles harmed well-being [55]. A qualitative study of youngsters dealt with the concept of belonging affecting well-being under the theme of being a group member [56]. Another study found that refugees living in a society with common experiences developed the feeling of belonging and increased well-being [57]. These studies performed in a variety of groups show that the need to belong has a significant effect on well-being.

The study by Karaman [19, 30] dealt with belonging in specific form in terms of bonds to the university. An individual’s need to belong may not be simultaneously met in all contexts at the same level. For example, an individual who feels they belong to a family environment may not fulfill their need to belong in work life. Similarly, there are studies which limit an individual’s need to belong to a context like a neighborhood, family or school and investigate the correlation with well-being [58, 59]. There was a moderate level, positive and significant correlation found between belonging to the university and well-being in the research. Additionally, belonging to the university significantly predicted well-being. According to this result, 17% of well-being of students comprised the fulfillment of their need to belong to the university. There is no study found dealing with belonging to the university and well-being together. However, similar to this study, there is a longitudinal study dealing with belonging to school status and subjective well-being of students aged from 9-14 years. According to the research based on a structural equivalence model, there is a two-way correlation between belonging to school and subjective well-being [60]. In conclusion, students who identify with, have their expectations met and have high motivation in university will increase their positive feelings, the positive relationships they form, meaning given to life, participation in activities involving flow and feelings of accomplishment.

Finally, the research found low-level, positive and significant correlations between the subdimension of belonging to the university of identification and the well-being subdimensions of meaning and health. The correlation between identification and meaning was effective in conceptualizing the research and is an expected result. According to these findings, a student who feels they are part of the university will give meaning to the experience and be happy. The association between identification and health was outside of our expectations. According to this result, a student describing themselves as healthy may be said to feel they are part of their university.

5. Conclusions

The study concluded that fulfillment of a need to belong to the university was effective on well-being among
students. There are very few studies in the literature dealing with the concept of belonging in the university context [27-29]. Additionally, there is no study assessing the concept of belonging to the university in terms of student well-being. Though this study fills this gap in the literature, there is a need to perform similar studies to support the present research.

Currently satisfaction of students is important in terms of ensuring they complete their aims and continue in the competitive environment of university. In this way it will be beneficial for universities to create environments where identification may form, expectations are met and motivation increases to increase student well-being. From another viewpoint, according to the data obtained in the study the necessity to create policies related to meeting students’ belonging requirements in universities may be proposed. For example, within the framework of these policies universities should support the creation of student clubs allowing the opportunity for activities where students may experience flow and should organize interesting social activities.
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